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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DepEd Order 8 (s. 2015), Policy Guidelines on Classroom Assessment
for the K to 12 Basic Education Program, makes clear that classroom
assessment is an integral part of curriculum implementation. The
Order establishes the theoretical rationale for this assessment as
Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development with particular
reference to moving from guided to independent study, rather than
focus on moving students from one level of proficiency to the next.
The Order differentiates between summative and formative
assessment and provides several perspectives on each of these. The
section on formative assessment asserts several purposes and activities
but tends to focus on the practice as a relatively formal one as
opposed to a pedagogical strategy.
DepEd Order 8 sets the scene for practices observed by ACTRC
researchers as they explore the status of formative assessment in the
Philippine classroom. Many teachers follow a somewhat mechanistic
classroom assessment process which includes a quiz, rather than
engaging in formative assessment as a pedagogical process. In other
words, the main approach to formative assessment observed is more
akin to a “continuous assessment” process than one in which the
primary aim of formative assessment – use of information about
student learning to inform teaching – is met.
The observations undertaken as part of this study provided the
opportunity to design an observational tool. The tool in turn provided
the opportunity to identify different levels of teacher facility in
formative assessment. These levels are characterised by specific
activities and strategies implemented by teachers, which can be
ordered into a scale of increasing competence. Therefore this study
provides two major findings. First, practices of teachers can be
described that are consistent with well-recognised theoretical
frameworks on formative assessment. Second, a proficiency
progression illustrated by specific teacher practices in formative
assessment can be identified. This progression has the capacity to
scaffold teachers as they engage consciously in formative assessment
strategies aligned with DepEd Order 8.
Beyond establishing additional baseline information about formative
assessment practices in the Philippines outside of the National Capital
Region, the major contribution of this paper is the identification of a
series of steps of increasing proficiency in formative assessment
practices that can be used to support teachers' professional
development.
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INTRODUCTION
With the shift of the Philippine Education system from Grade 1-10 to
K-12, it is important that teaching and learning, assessment and
reporting, and curriculum and resourcing, are equally targeted to
achieve impact (Griffin, Cagasan, Care, Vista & Nava, 2016). Equally, it
is essential to know what opportunities to learn are afforded to
students in the Philippines classroom. The main objective of the
Formative Assessment Project is to explore the implementation of
formative assessment in the Philippines. In 2013-2014 the Assessment,
Curriculum and Teaching Research Centre (ACTRC) undertook Phase
1 of the project. Phase 1 served as a baseline of formative assessment
practice in the National Capital Region (NCR). The main objective of
the current research (hereafter referred to Phase 2) is to explore the
implementation of formative assessment both in NCR and other
regions as the K-12 education reform has increasing impact on the
country.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Formative assessment happens when “evidence about student
achievement is elicited, interpreted, and used by teachers, learners, or
their peers, to make decisions about the next steps in instruction that
are likely to be better, or better founded than the decisions they
would have taken in the absence of the evidence that was elicited”
(Black & Wiliam, 2009, p. 9). This definition involves three actions - to
elicit, interpret, and use evidence of what students can do, say, make,
and write; and three actors - teachers, peer, and student. Formative
assessment is a big arena in which many factors interplay. Griffin et al.
(2016) contextualised formative assessment as the process of
providing information to teachers that will inform their instruction and
improve student learning outcomes. Working with this definition
provides the parameters for this study through its emphasis on
intentional data collection to assist teachers in targeting their
instruction to student needs. The idea of what is formative assessment
coheres with the Government of the Philippines Department of
Education (DepEd) Order No. 8, s. 2015. In particular, the Order
states that the process would involve “using evidence about what
learners know and can do to inform and improve their teaching” (p. 2).
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FORMAL AND INFORMAL FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Formative assessment can be classified into two types: formal and
informal. Many definitions appear to assume that these need not be
differentiated, but for the Philippines, the distinction appears to be
important.
Yorke (2003) describes the difference between the two
approaches. Formal formative assessment constitutes assessment
tasks that are planned ahead according to what is written in the
curriculum; that is, students need to accomplish pre-identified tasks,
and the teacher evaluates and provides feedback to the student.
Informal formative assessment happens dynamically, requiring that
students are active agents in learning, and the teacher both
proactively and responsively provides feedback.
Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) distinguish between the formal and
informal formative assessment continuum by focusing on the
processes involved. They describe the formal as an InitiationResponse-Evaluation/Feedback (IRE/F) cycle. With the intention of
obtaining evidence of student learning, the teacher initiates activities
that have the capacity to demonstrate what the students can do,
say, make, or write. The teacher then takes time to interpret the
collected information and develops an action plan for subsequent
lessons. Ruiz-Primo and Furtak propose that the informal happens
at the conversation level. The process involves an ‘Elicit-Student
response-Recognize-Use’ (ESRU) cycle, where the teacher elicits
(E) information, the student (S) responds, then the teacher
recognizes (R) the student’s response and uses (U) the information
to inform teaching strategies (Figure 1). Within the conversation,
incomplete cycles (e.g. ES, ESR) are possible; one example would be
discussion ending with the student response, at which point the
teacher would proceed to elicit information again. It is assumed in
this model that if a cycle is completed, formative assessment is
happening because the teacher is able to guide the student toward
the learning goal. In the ESRU model, there is an assumption that
the teacher can in real time modify the lesson as necessary.
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Figure 1 The ESRU model of informal formative assessment, adapted
from Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007), p. 61.
The difference between formal and informal formative assessment can
be characterised across three components (Table 1). First is the timing
of evidence collection. In the formal approach, assessment tasks are
identified prior to the lesson proper, but in the informal approach,
tasks are more spontaneous and arise out of the conversations
happening inside the classroom. Second is the timing of the
modification. The formal approach requires teachers to collect all the
information before making a decision, and thence to make changes in
the next lesson. The informal approach emphasises on-the-spot
adjustments of the lesson when teachers identify challenges to
students proceeding. Third is the level and structure. The formal
approach follows a planned structure of events at the class level
considering time available and curriculum coverage. The informal
approach is focused at the student-teacher conversation level, and
emphasises the flexible nature of assessment and giving of “just in
time” feedback.
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Table 1. Formal and Informal Formative Assessment
DIFFERENCE

FORMAL

INFORMAL

Timing of Tasks

Identified prior to the
lesson proper

Spontaneous; arises
from classroom
conversations

Timing of
Modification

Changes made in
subsequent lessons

On-the-spot
adjustments to the
lesson

Level and
Structure

Planned structure of
events at the class
level; considers time
and curriculum

Student-teacher
conversation level;
gives “just in time”
feedback

Note: This synthesis is based on the work of Yorke (2003) and RuizPrimo & Furtak (2007).
Although the notion of formative assessment is broad, and can be
described in many ways, the formal-informal conceptualisation is a
useful structure within which to describe classroom practice. In turn,
this can help identify factors associated with the implementation of
formative assessment, both in collection and use of information from
the students.

THE PHASE 2 STUDY
Phase 2 explored the implementation of formative assessment
practices in Philippine classrooms. The study was conducted to
determine whether patterns observed in 2014 in NCR are present in
other regions, and to assess the levels of formative assessment
practices in Philippine classrooms using a newly developed observation
instrument. The focus is on informal formative assessment.
A total of 65 classroom observations were conducted across four
regions: NCR, Region 6, 7 and 10. Eleven of the 65 observations had
lesson narratives – these were used in the first part of the study. Fiftynine of the 65 observations have ratings using the observation tool,
and these comprise the sample for the second part of the study. The
observations were undertaken of classes of Math and English subjects,
across Grades 2, 5, and 8. A range of sections (classes of students who
are streamed according to achievement) was observed, across high,
average and low sections. Table 2 shows the distribution of lesson
observations.
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Table 2. Classroom Observations (N = 65)
Regions

Part 1: Narratives

Part 2: Observation
Tool

NCR

-

19

6

-

20

7

6

-

10

5

20*

Total

11

59

* Five of these were also recorded through narratives

BACKGROUND
In Phase 1, 2013-2014, the research team undertook a series of
observations of Manila classrooms in NCR focusing on teacher
practices and strategies, to identify the extent and nature of formative
assessment practices. Sixty-one classroom observations were
conducted with lesson narratives being written for each observation.
Lesson narratives are qualitative descriptions of the flow of the class.
Among the common formative assessment practices observed in the
study were the giving of a short quiz at the end of the lesson, using
show of raised hands to questions asked as an indicator of students
understanding the lesson, and teachers asking low-level questions in
classroom discussions (Griffin et al., 2016). Most of the time, teachercollected data on student performance were not used for planning
instruction but were used mainly to calculate grades. Many teachers
lacked flexibility in doing on-the-spot adjustments of their lesson and
tended to stick to their lesson plan. There was also little evidence of
students seeking formative feedback from their teacher. Small- and
large-group activities were commonly used by teachers, with few
teacher-student instructional dialogues occurring during a lesson.

METHOD: OBSERVATION NARRATIVES
For the first part of the study, 11 observations were conducted to
facilitate a direct comparison between the formative assessment
practices observed in NCR in 2013-2014 and those in Regions 7 and
10 in 2016. These eleven observations were recorded in the form of
lesson narratives. The narratives are documented accounts of
classroom dynamics among and between teachers and students and
focused on how formative assessment was implemented in the
classroom. The lesson narratives were conducted in Math and English
classrooms from Grades 2, 5 and 8. The classrooms used were a
convenience sample and the distribution of lessons is shown in Table
3.
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Table 3. Number of Lesson Observations for Narrative Recording
Phases

Grade 2

Grade 5

Grade 8

Total

Math

English

Math

English

Math

English

Region 7

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Region 10

1

1

1

0

1

1

5

Total

2

2

2

1

2

2

11

The observations recorded in the narratives were undertaken by a
consistent observer, who also conducted lesson observations during
Phase 1 of the study. This provides continuity between the two phases
and improves the comparability of the findings. Once the lesson
narratives were written, these were compared across the two phases.

RESULTS: OBSERVATION NARRATIVES
One noticeable difference between the 2014 and 2016 narrative data
records is that the idea of formative assessment, as giving a short quiz
at the end of the class, has broadened, and that teachers have a more
clear understanding that the assessment can happen at different times
during the lesson. In general, most of the patterns found in NCR in
2014 were also observed in Region 7 and 10 in 2016. The patterns are
as follows:

Common Structure: The format of the lesson appeared to be
consistent with 2014 results. That is, it starts with a drill or review,
followed by the lesson proper that sometimes involve activities such as
oral recitation, group work, and games. In the latter part, the teacher
at times gives a short quiz, followed by giving of assignments at the end
of the lesson.

Student Behaviour: This is one of the indicators used by the teacher to
determine if the students are motivated, have gained sufficient
understanding of the lesson or not, and have mastered the topic. Few
teachers demonstrated through their practice the understanding that
different types of responses such as having no response or an
incorrect response could be used formatively.

Assessment: Assessment was undertaken in different forms, but at
times was focused on asking low order questions, requiring closed or
recall responses. The assessment activities appeared to be uniform and
teachers tended to focus on getting the correct responses; these
procedures seemed not to be connected with using data to inform
intervention or direct student learning.
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Grouping: Group work is a common activity in the classroom, and
each group is expected to accomplish tasks given to them. Group
activities varied from games to answering questions related to the
lesson. At times, the groups were asked to report their outputs to the
entire class.

Student Initiative: Initiative of students in seeking formative feedback
from their answers or outputs was not observed in the classes. The
only feedback that they seemed to expect from their teacher was the
affirmation of them getting a correct/incorrect response, and the
grade/score they would receive for the task.
It should be noted that curriculum pressures were not included as a
cluster in this report as observation data on this aspect would need to
be validated by other sources. This phase focused on using observation
data only.

METHOD: TOOL DEVELOPMENT AND
OBSERVATIONS
In order to assess the whole process of collection, interpretation and
use within the lesson, giving a comprehensive view of the practices, an
observation tool was developed. The tool needed to be
comprehensive in terms of relevant data capture, and easy to
administer. The ESRU model of Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) was
used as a framework in the development process. The tool was
designed to capture data in such a way as to facilitate the description
of increasingly sophisticated levels of formative assessment practice.
Once the tool was developed to a degree where its reliability was
satisfactory, it was used to capture the levels of formative assessment
observed during lessons to provide a description of baseline practices
across three regions.

TOOL DEVELOPMENT
This section describes the development of the observation tool. This
includes description of the pilot studies and the current version of the
observation tool, together with its properties.
Assessment of informal formative assessment practices relies heavily
on discussions inside the classroom. The process-oriented nature of
the ESRU cycles can facilitate development of tools that lend
themselves to clarity in setting parameters or behaviours to observe
and record. In the early phase of the tool development, capture of the
interactions was the focus, working closely with ESRU to identify both
incomplete and complete ESRU cycles.
With that vision in mind, the research team identified possible ESRU
behaviours, and criteria that could be used for their capture using the
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tool. The identification of behaviours was based on the work done by
Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007), and Griffin et al. (2016), as well as on
knowledge of the cultural context of the Philippines. Table 4 lists the
range of pre-identified behaviours that was used in the pilot stages.
Table 4. ESRU Behaviors in the Pilot Stages
Teacher
Elicit (E)

Student
Response (S)

Teacher
Recognize (R)

Teacher
Use (U)

Question

Individual

Affirm correct
response

Individual
Feedback

Teacher
Talk

Group

Affirm incorrect
response

Group
Feedback

Discuss

Follow

Repeat Student
Response

Question

Instruct

Written

Capture/Display

Guidance

Others

Demonstrate

Question

Others

Not
captured

Student
Question

Others

Others

Not captured

Not captured

Several versions of the tool aligned with the ESRU framework were
piloted in classrooms in NCR and Region 6. Early versions indicated
poor inter-rater reliability and highlighted usability issues, coding
difficulties and a lack of facility for capturing behaviours between
classroom activities. Consequently, only those aspects of the ESRU
model that well described the Philippine classrooms were adapted for
inclusion in a Philippine-contextualised tool. Table 5 shows the number
of observations in the pilot and data collection phases.
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Table 5. Tool Development Phases
Phases

Grade 2
Math

Grade 5

Grade 8

Total

English

Math

English

Math

English

Pilot Studies (ESRU)

3

5

5

4

6

6

29

COFA: NCR and Region
10

6

5

5

6

3

3

28

COFA: NCR and Region
6

6

4

4

5

6

6

31

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION OF FORMATIVE
ASSESSMENT
Based on the learnings from the pilot studies, an observation
instrument, the Classroom Observation of Formative Assessment
(COFA) was developed, focusing only on elicit (E) and use (U). The
two main capabilities are ‘elicit evidence of student learning to
determine what students know and can do’ and ‘use evidence of
student learning to move towards the learning goal’. Drawing from
evidence obtained from the previous classroom observations and the
research literature, indicative behaviours and associated levels of
practice were drafted and included in the tool. The final version of
COFA can be found in the Appendix.
COFA consists of seven statements of indicative behaviours, each
focusing on a particular behaviour that is indicative of an aspect of
either eliciting or using informal formative assessment. Associated with
each indicative behaviour is a set of levels of practice, describing the
increasing levels of sophistication with which the indicative behaviour
can be carried out. Observers select the level of practice that is most
typical during a lesson. This is an overall judgment made at the end of
the lesson. When two levels of competence or practice for an
indicative behaviour are judged to be equally common, the observer is
required to select the higher level of practice. A zero level is also
included for each indicative behaviour. This is checked if none of the
other levels are observed.

RELIABILITY OF COFA
INTER-RATER CONSISTENCY
Twenty-eight classes were each rated by two observers. The rationale
for having two observers for more than half of the observations was
to undertake a comparison of the ratings and establish the inter-rater
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reliability. The number of times the two observers gave the same
rating for a rubric was calculated. Overall, the ratings were consistent
for 84% of judgements. Of the 16% of ratings that were different, only
2% had a difference of ±2 points, with all the others being ±1 point.
Across four observer pairs, the spread of agreement was from 82% to
93%. Of the rubrics, the consistency of ratings on the seven rubrics
varied from 61% to 100%. The comparison showed that COFA could
be used consistently by different observers, with no observer being
shown to be consistently more lenient or harsh in their ratings than
any other observer.

GUTTMAN ANALYSIS
A Guttman analysis was used to determine the suitability of COFA to
measure the formative assessment construct. The hypothesis was that
some behaviours would represent more sophisticated or expert
practices than others. Observers were required to make a judgement
as to which of the levels of practice was typical of the lesson. The
Guttman chart, shown in Figure 2, contains a row for each of the 28
lessons observed and a column for each of the 15 levels of practice
(‘not observed’ is excluded from the analysis). The lowest, ‘0’ in a
column, indicates that the level of practice is higher than the typical
level. Due to their hierarchical nature, all other levels within the
indicative behavior were coded as ‘1’. The chart provides a means of
ordering lessons, with the lessons involving the most proficient
formative assessment practices appearing at the top of the chart and
the lessons involving the least proficient formative assessment
practices appearing at the bottom of the chart. Similarly, the chart
orders the levels of practice, with those that are easiest to achieve
appearing at the left of the chart and those that are most difficult to
achieve appearing at the right. Note that the concept of easier or
more difficult is equated with the notion of frequency. Those
behaviours that are seen more frequently are assumed to be "easier"
to demonstrate, while those that are seen less frequently are assume
to be more "difficult".
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Teacher provides opportunities
for students to assess
themselves (beyond just
correcting responses)

Use

Use

Use

Elicit

Use

Use

Collect

Collect

Collect

Use

Use

Use

Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
20

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10

1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11
11
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4

Teacher can identify individual
responses from all class
members
Teacher is flexible and adapts
modes to the situation

Elicit

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28

Teacher gives feedback about
the main process used to
understand/ perform the task

Elicit

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28

Teacher elicits responses to
identify the method or process
used by the student/s

Elicit

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
English
English
Math
Math
Math
English
English
Math
Math
English
English
English
English
English
Math
English
Math
English
English
Math
English
Math
English

Teacher attempts to bridge or
partially bridges the gap
between the lesson and the
student level
Teacher gives information
specific to the task or product

Subject

Teacher indicates if response is
correct/ incorrect

Section
Average
Low
Average
Low
High
Low
High
Average
Low
High
Average
High
Average
High
Low
Average
High
Average
High
Average
Average
Average
Low
Average
Low
High
Low
Average

Teacher has main mode/s of
eliciting responses

Teacher provides opportunities
for students to give each other
feedback (beyond just correcting
responses)

Grade
level
2
2
5
2
8
2
2
5
8
5
5
2
2
2
5
2
5
2
8
2
5
8
8
8
5
5
5
5

Teacher gives feedback focused
at supporting the student to
evaluate their own process

CDO
CDO
CDO
NCR
CDO
CDO
CDO
NCR
CDO
CDO
CDO
NCR
NCR
CDO
CDO
CDO
CDO
NCR
CDO
CDO
CDO
CDO
CDO
CDO
CDO
NCR
NCR
NCR

Teacher elicits responses to
identify the mental model/
conceptual understanding of the
student/s

Region

Teacher matches lesson with
elicited evidence of student level

Teacher elicits responses to
match a pre-conceived “correct”
response.
Data collected can only be
interpreted at class level (eg:
chants, self-report quiz totals)
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Figure 2. Guttman analysis of the results collected via the lesson
observation instrument
The Guttman analysis indicated the coherence of COFA as a whole,
with the exception of the coding of one behaviour, ‘Teacher can
identify individual responses from all class members’, which was not
consistent with the others. This behaviour seemed to be implemented
randomly – it was neither characteristic of teachers who typically
demonstrated just easier practices, nor characteristic of teachers who
typically demonstrated all practices including the more difficult. This
indicated that the behaviour did not "fit" with the underlying concept
that was being reflected by the other behaviours running along a
continuum from easy to more difficult. Accordingly, for use in the
Philippine context, this behaviour, or item, was not included in the final
version of the COFA. The remaining practices identified a consistent
sequence of formative assessment capabilities.
The results of the observations using the tool suggest that formative
assessment practice is independent of the region, grade level, section
or subject, as the distribution of lessons across the Guttman chart
does not appear to depend on these traits. A larger study would be
required to confirm this finding, but the data provides good initial
evidence for this finding.
All analyses indicated that COFA is suitable for capturing the informal
formative assessment practices used by teachers in the Philippine
context.
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RESULTS: LEVELS OF FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
PRACTICE
Based on the patterns of data shown by the Guttman chart, four levels
of typical formative assessment practice can be described. The level
descriptions are shown in Table 6. These levels are derived from a
synthesis of the levels of practice within each section of the chart,
moving from left to right. Divisions between levels are determined by
changes in the patterns of data, from solid patterns of ‘1’s to
breakdown patterns with a mixture of ‘1’s and ‘0’s, to sections where
only ‘0’s are present. Table 6 identifies the range of scores associated
with each level. Lessons that meet the upper limit of the score range
can be said to have achieved that level. Lessons that fall within the
score range but are below the upper limit can be said to be attempting
that level.
Table 6. Levels of formative assessment practice
Instrument
score

Achieved
level

Attempted

Teaches students how to
become evaluators of their own
learning processes and to
support the evaluation processes
of peers.

12+

14

12-13

3

Acknowledges and responds to
student progress; adjusts
teaching strategies and provides
feedback about processes and
conceptual understanding to
address identified discrepancy
between the intended lesson and
student responses.

8 - 11

11-13

8-10

2

Acknowledges discrepancies
between intended lesson and
student responses; provides
additional information to
students and at times directions
for the students to complete
tasks.

5-7

7-10

5-6

1

Teaches at class level and attends
only to planned lesson delivery.

0-4

4-6

0-3

Level

Description

4

level
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This section describes the use of COFA to measure the informal
formative assessment practices within Philippine classrooms.

WHAT DOES “USE OF STUDENT DATA” LOOK LIKE IN
THE CLASSROOM?
Using student data to improve instruction is an essential component of
formative assessment, and this seems to be the main source of
variation across the four levels of formative assessment practice.
Although the tool is based on the “elicit” and “use”, sophisticated
forms of eliciting would involve using student evidence, and having an
understanding of the mental model of the student. Asking good
questions needs to target the student perspective.
To illustrate this better, three hypothetical scenarios are given below.
Using the same question (or eliciting technique), the possible
responses a student can give are: correct, incorrect, incomplete, and
no response. Focusing more on the last three responses, Table 7
shows the possible ways of using the student data or nature of the
conversation at specific levels of the FA continuum.
Table 7. Scenarios
FA Levels

Scenario 1: Student
gives an incorrect
response

Scenario 2: No one
answers the question

Scenario 3: Student
gives an incomplete
response

Level 3

Teacher would probe
further to understand
where the student is
coming from and try to
address the
misconceptions.

Teacher would change
the question and try to
understand the reason
why students cannot
answer the question in
the discourse. After that,
she would address the
identified gap.

Teacher would keep the
conversation going and
try to identify why the
student cannot give the
complete answer. After
that, she would address
any misconceptions.

Level 2

Teacher would answer
her own question (or ask
another student), then
remind the student (or
class) of the concept
behind the task.

Teacher would answer
the question and remind
the students about the
concept or the topic.

Teacher would complete
the response and explain
the things the student
missed.

Level 1

Teacher would say to the
student “incorrect” and
call another student to
answer.

Teacher would answer
the question and move to
the next task.

Teacher would complete
the response or ask
another student to
complete the response.
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Due to the rarity of cases for level 4, the interactions and practices of
handling these responses remain to be hypothesized and explored.
Other ways of using student data on the three levels (1 to 3) of FA are
possible. The samples given are intended to provide a snapshot of the
flow of conversation and differentiate how teachers could use the
information from the students.

WHAT LEVELS WERE OBSERVED?
COFA was used to classify each lesson according to its level of
formative assessment. The results are shown in Table 8. Lessons were
classified in two ways, the level achieved and, for some lessons, the
level attempted. The ‘achieved level’ is the highest level of formative
assessment observed. The ‘attempted level’ indicates that some
aspects of the level were observed during the lesson, but not enough
to consider the level to have been achieved. All lessons could be
classified as having achieved one of the levels of formative assessment
practice as described by the instrument. Of the 59 lessons observed,
41 (70%) were also found to have attempted the subsequent level. The
distribution of the 59 lessons across the four levels of formative
assessment practice is shown in Figure 3.
Table 8. Distribution of observed lessons across Levels of Formative
Assessment
Level

Description

Achieved
level

Attempted
level

4

Teaches students how to become evaluators
of their own learning processes and to
support the evaluation processes of peers.

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

3

Acknowledges and responds to student
progress; adjusts teaching strategies and
provides feedback about processes and
conceptual understanding to address identified
discrepancy between the intended lesson and
student responses.

5 (8%)

21 (36%)

2

Acknowledges discrepancies between
intended lesson and student responses;
provides additional information to students
and at times directions for the students to
complete tasks.

21 (36%)

19 (32%)

1

Teaches at class level and attends only to
planned lesson delivery.

33 (56%)

0 (0%)

59 (100%)

41 (70%)

Total
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LEVELS OF FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Distribution of observed lessons across Levels of Formative
Assessment
(n = 59)
Level 4: Teaches students how to become evaluators of
their own learning processes and to support the
evaluation processes of peers.

2%

Level 3: Acknowledges and responds to student
progress; adjusts teaching strategies and provides
feedback about processes and conceptual understanding
to address identified discrepancy between the intended

36%
8%

Level 2: Acknowledges discrepancies between intended
lesson and student responses; provides additional
information to students and at times directions for the
students to complete tasks.

32%
36%

Level 1: Teaches at class level and attends only to
planned lesson delivery.

56%
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

% OF OBSERVED LESSONS
Attempted

Achieved

Figure 3. Levels of Formative Assessment
Note: 30% of observed lessons did not attempt a higher level.

DISCUSSION
The research has identified that while the same classroom factors are
present in both Phase 1 and 2, there are indications that formative
assessment practices are changing in Philippine classrooms. We
hypothesise that this change is due to the release of DepEd Order No.
8, s. 2015. It will take time to see the full effect of the new policy on
Classroom Assessment. As proposed by Laveault (2016), there should
be space for policy developers and policy implementers to “coregulate” or make appropriate adjustments and accommodations. It is
desirable to give enough time for co-regulation to happen, but at the
same time, it would be sensible to work on initiatives that can assist
teachers to move to the next level of the formative assessment
continuum.
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POLICY IMPLEMENTATION: FORMAL AND
INFORMAL FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
The DepEd policy document (DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2015) advised
teachers to implement formative assessment inside classrooms. As
seen in the Phase 1 study, Filipino teachers are familiar with the formal
side of formative assessment. They are accustomed to giving a short
quiz at the end of the class, and variably implementing changes to
subsequent lessons based on the results. The current policy describes
the theory, purposes, parameters, processes and guidelines on
classroom assessment. Interpreting and implementing the policy is a
different thing. There is a strong possibility that teachers will continue
practice based on their current schema. Assimilating new ideas may be
stimulated by additional support and reinforcement of the process and
expectations.
For the Phase 2 study, the focus was on informal formative
assessment, which may most frequently occur in the context of
conversation. It should be highlighted that formative assessment is a
process, and the actions involved are eliciting, interpreting, and using
data. It seems that “use” is the area most in need of strengthening.
One of the main outputs of this research is the identification of four
levels of increasing competence in formative assessment practices. This
information provides ways for teachers to assess their current
practice, and know where they should be heading. Moreover, the
progression gives teachers a means to calibrate their pedagogy and
philosophy as each level mirrors more sophisticated understandings of
how teaching and learning should happen. The construction of the
levels was based on data collected through COFA and analyses that
demonstrated reliability of the tool.

POSSIBLE FUTURE USE OF THE FORMATIVE
ASSESSMENT LEVELS
The Formative Assessment Levels describe increasing levels of
sophistication in formative assessment practice. As such, these levels
can be used independently of COFA to provide a lens for the
examination of formative assessment practices in general. Further
studies will be needed to identify the extent to which these levels are
generalisable, but it is hypothesised that the same levels may be used
to describe practices involving formal formative assessment as well.
Because the levels emphasise the use of the assessment data, it is
anticipated that the type of the assessment data collected (formal or
informal) is immaterial to a teacher's competence level. Teachers who
are able to use assessment data to respond to student progress (Level
3) are likely to be able to do so irrespective of the type of assessment
data they have collected or elicited from students.
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In addition to the Formative Assessment Levels being used to describe
and summarise teacher practice, as they have in this report, it is hoped
that these levels will be used as the basis for teacher professional
development. The practice of using the levels within learning
progressions to frame teaching for school students is well established
(Griffin, Murray, Care, Thomas, & Perri, 2010; Heritage, 2008) and
there is nothing to indicate that the same approach would not be
applicable to teachers. The focus of such learning is to work towards
shifting just one level at a time, making improvements achievable for
all. The strengths of this approach are that the learning can be broken
up into small steps, each accompanied with specific supports, or
scaffolds, suitable for that level of practice. For example, teachers at
Level 2 (Acknowledges discrepancies between intended lesson and
student responses; provides additional information to students and at
times directions for the students to complete tasks.) can be supported
to shift their practice to focus more on the conceptual development of
students, a key part of Level 3. A range of supports to assist teachers
to make this shift can be hypothesised, such as improving their
pedagogical content knowledge around student conceptions within the
particular subject matter or improving their use of higher order
questioning to help them uncover students’ mental models. Through
considering the attitudes, skills and knowledge that may underpin each
of the Formative Assessment levels, appropriate scaffolds could be
proposed and trialled, with COFA being used to track the changes
over time in order to identify the effectiveness of the chosen
strategies.
In addition to using the levels to support teachers to change their
practices, the levels can be used to identify systemic factors that may
facilitate or hinder teacher progress from one level to the next. For
example, the Phase 1 study identified curriculum pressures as an
impediment to teachers’ use of formative assessment (Griffin et al.,
2016). Curriculum pressures may act to ‘trap’ teachers at Level 1
(Teaches at class level and attends only to planned lesson delivery) if
there is thought to be insufficient time to make any adjustments to
cater for students. Further research could be used to compare and
contrast the systemic factors, both positive and negative, identified by
teachers classified as operating at the different Formative Assessment
Levels.
The rubrics that make up COFA sample only seven of the wide range
of behaviours that are indicative of formative assessment practice.
While these seven indicative behaviours were selected for inclusion
based on their centrality to the construct and the ease of observing
them during a lesson, they are not special in their own right. It would
be dangerous to prioritise the behaviours included in COFA over
other formative assessment behaviours as it could distort the broader
understanding of the construct in the same way as teaching to a test is
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a threat to validity, while teaching to a construct is not. In fact, the
independent use of the levels for informing teacher professional
development and the review of systemic factors will be valuable
outcomes of the study.

Level 4: Student as Active Agent of Learning
The highest level in the formative assessment continuum involves
teaching students to evaluate their own learning and activating them to
support the learning process of their peers. This level is supported by
the literature and the DepEd policy document. It is ideal for Philippine
classrooms to reach this level; however, in this research, this is not
observed to be happening. One of the reasons why this level poses
more challenges may be the cultural backdrop. The Philippines is
described as having high power distance (Hofstede, 1986; geerthofstede.com/philippines.html). This implies acceptance of hierarchy
with the consequence that there are specific behaviours acceptable for
individuals at different levels of power. In practice this may mean that
it is the teacher who directs all classroom activities and the student
role is to accept what is given. To reach level four, a different
approach would have to be taken. It would involve empowering the
students to take initiative in asking questions, getting feedback from
the students, and even saying when they do not understand. It is
important for teachers to engineer environments that facilitate open
communication and support the learning process.

CONSIDERATIONS
As the intention of this Phase 2 study was to provide a baseline of
formative assessment practices within Philippine classrooms, the
imperative was to observe as many teachers’ practices as possible. This
resulted in a research design in which each teacher was observed for
just one lesson. While consistent patterns of behaviour were observed
across teachers, no data was collected regarding the consistency of
practices between lessons taught by any given teacher. Further
research would be needed to determine the stability of the practices
of individual teachers and whether these practices are influenced by
the composition of the class, the location of the lesson within the
broader topic, or the familiarity of the teacher with the students.
Similarly, this study examined Math and English lessons from Grades 2,
5 and 8 across three regions. While the consistency in patterns of
formative assessment practice across the different subjects, grade
levels and regions suggests the approach used is robust, it does not
guarantee the results are generalisable across subjects, grade levels and
regions not included in the study.
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SUMMARY
Results of this study indicate that there is a reasonably stable pattern
of formative assessment practices enacted by teachers in Philippine
classrooms. Observations collected with a tool designed to capture
these practices indicate that there is a set of strategies that represent
a range of competency in formative assessment. This set of strategies
could be used to inform teachers' growing competence as well as the
development of a set of professional education resources for teacher
reference and use.
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